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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study the \non-quasi stati" (NQS)
behaviour of MOS transistors using an exat quasi stati
Look-up Table (LUT) [1℄ MOSFET model implemented
in a general-purpose iruit simulator SEQUEL [2℄, de-
vie simulator ISE-TCAD [3℄ and SPICE BSIM3v3 [4℄
QS and NQS models. An NMOS transistor of hannel
length 2 �m is simulated using LUT, ISE and SPICE3
and terminal urrents are qualitatively studied. The
method for extration of terminal harges, whih are re-
quired for iruit simulation using the LUT approah
also presented.

Keywords: Look-up Table, Non-Quasi-Stati model,
Terminal harges, MOSFET, iruit simulation.

1 INTRODUCTION

If the rise and fall times of the gate voltage of a
MOSFET are omparable with the transit time, \non-
quasi-stati" (NQS) e�ets [5℄ beome important. An
aurate MOSFET iruit model must aount for these
e�ets. This is generally done by adding extra param-
eters and equations to an existing \quasi-stati" (QS)
model. This approah is aeptable if the QS model it-
self an be onsidered to orretly represent the devie
behaviour in all aspets exept the NQS e�ets. In other
words, in order to develop an aurate NQS model, it is
neessary to validate or \alibrate" the QS model �rst.
It is the purpose of this paper to present an aurate
method to do this validation. In this method, devie
simulation is arried out �rst, and the urrents and ter-
minal harges so obtained are then used as \look-up"
tables (LUT) to onstrut an \exat" QS model. This
enables a qualitative omparison of the exat QS model
with the BSIM3 QS model, and also that of devie sim-
ulation results with the BSIM3 NQS model.

2 THE LUT APPROACH

In the QS approximation for MOSFETs, di�erent
terminal urrents an be alulated as

Ix(t) = IX (VBS(t); VGS(t); VDS(t)) (1)

+
dQX(VBS(t); VGS(t); VDS(t))

dt

where X an be gate, drain, soure, or substrate. In the
look-up table method, the MOSFET is modeled as a ta-
ble of DC urrents ID , IG, IB and terminal harges QB ,
QG, QD for the desired range of bias voltages, and then
di�erent terminal urrents during iruit simulation are
alulated as per Eq. 1 after interpolating the data.
The data table an be generated using devie simulator
without any approximation; thus, it gives an \exat"
QS model.

The urrent IX in Eq. 1 an be obtained by DC
simulation for the required range of bias voltages. The
harge denoted by QX in Eq. 1 is muh more subtle. It
is not simply the terminal harge obtained with devie
simulator. To appreiate this point, onsider partiu-
larly the bulk (or \body") terminal of a MOS transistor.
The devie simulator will always produe a negligible
value of QB sine the eletri �eld in the neutral region
near the bulk ontat is very small, produing a small
QB =

R
E � dS: So, the use of QB omputed by DC

simulation for LUT quasi-stati model, will always pre-
dit a vanishingly small Ib(t); irrespetive of bias volt-
ages. This predition is obviously inorret: partiularly
when an applied voltage ramp takes the devie from a-
umulation to inversion, a signi�ant bulk urrent must
ow. This shows that it is not possible to obtain termi-
nal harges diretly from DC results. In the following,
a new method is demonstrated to ompute the termi-
nal harges from devie simulation results, without any
approximation.

Consider an NMOS transistor with VD = V 0

D, VB =
V 0

B , VS = 0. DC simulations for the devie are per-
formed for several values of VG between VG1 and VG2.
Transient simulation is then performed with a ramp ap-
plied to the gate suh that at t = t1, VG = VG1, and at
t = t2, VG = VG2. During transient simulation, the gate
voltage is varied, keeping other voltages �xed. All ter-
minal urrents are reorded as a funtion of time. Eq.
1 is now used to ompute, for example, dQG

dt
as,

dQG(V
0

B ; VG(t); V
0

D)

dt
= IG(t)� IG(V

0

B ; VG(t); V
0

D);

(2)
the right-hand side being exatly known from the simu-



lation results. Also,

dQG

dt
=

�QG

�VG

dVG

dt
=

�QG

�VG

�
VG2 � VG1

t2 � t1

�
(3)

From Eqs. 2 and 3, �QG
�VG

is alulated, whih is nu-

merially integrated to obtain QG(V
0

B ; VG; V
0

D), where
VG1 < VG < VG2. The above alulation is repeated for
other harges (QB ; QD), and for several values of V 0

B ;

V 0

D in the range of interest. The onstants of integration
involved in the numerial integration steps are assigned
to ensure a onsistent desription of the harges. In this
work, to onstrut the Look-up table for 2 �m han-
nel length NMOS, we applied a gate voltage ramp with
a rise time �r=1 �se with di�erent values of V 0

D and
V 0

B . As an example, Ib(t) is shown in Fig. 1 for var-
ious values of VB , and the bulk harge extrated from
this data is shown as a funtion of VG in Fig. 2. The
DC urrents ID, IG, IB and terminal harges QB , QG,
QD extrated as desribed above, are used to form look-
up tables. A devie model based on the look-up tables
(alled heneforth as the LUT model) has been imple-
mented in the iruit simulator SEQUEL [2℄. For in-
terpolation between points, tehniques desribed in [1℄
have been employed.

3 NQS BEHAVIOUR

The LUT or the \exat QS" model was implemented
using the interpolation shemes desribed in [1℄. For de-
vie simulation, the ISE-TCAD pakage was used. For
BSIM3 results, MOSIS model parameters were used,
with some modi�ations. The ISE results are to be
treated here as the \exat" NQS results and the LUT
results as the \exat" QS results. Note that it would
make sense here to ompare quantitatively the ISE and
LUT results with eah other; also the BSIM3 QS and
NQS results with eah other, but not ISE/LUT results
with the BSIM3 QS/NQS models, as the BSIM3 param-
eters used in this work have not been extrated for the
simulated devie. We will therefore undertake only a
qualitative omparison in the following. Two transients
are studied in the following: (i) the \VG transient" in
whih VD , VB , VS are held onstant and rising or falling
edge with a given rise or fall time is applied to the gate.
(ii) the \VD transient" in whih a rising or falling edge
is applied to the drain, the other terminals being held
at a onstant voltage. Note that, in the following, the
results for the rising and falling edges have been plotted
together in the same �gure. The major onlusions that
an be drawn from the simulation results shown in Figs.
4-12 are: (a) When VD is held onstant (4 V), and VG
is hanged, the ISE and LUT results, whih represents
NQS and QS behaviour, respetively, show a substantial
disrepany (see Figs. 3, 4, and 5) owing to the NQS
e�ets. The BSIM3 QS model ompares well with the

exat QS (LUT) model (see Figs. 4 and 6) with 40/60
partitioning, but not with 0/100 partitioning. Compar-
ison of the BSIM3 NQS results (Fig. 7) with the exat
NQS (ISE) results (Fig. 4) shows that the BSIM3 NQS
model predits an unexpeted trend for the rising VG
edge, viz., Id ontinues to derease even after the initial
drop. By dereasing the elm parameter of the BSIM3
NQS model, it is possible to dampen this e�et; how-
ever, it results in an unreasonably long \tail" after VG
has reahed 4 V . (b) When VG is held onstant (4 V),
and VD is hanged, the terminal urrents (see Figs. 8,
9, and 10) as obtained with the ISE and LUT are al-
most the same. BSIM3 QS model shows a behaviour
whih is qualitatively very di�erent from the exat QS
(LUT) model. On the other hand, the NQS model does
show trends that are qualitatively similar to the exat
NQS results. () In the VG transient, the BSIM3v3 NQS
model predited zero bulk urrent, whereas, in the VD
transient, it predited a �nite bulk urrent (not shown)
whih was qualitatively similar to the exat NQS (i.e.,
ISE) result. This disrepany in the BSIM3v3 NQS re-
sults needs to be investigated further.

4 CONCLUSIONS

NQS behaviour in MOS transistor using the LUT
approah has been studied. The exat QS and NQS
results were ompared qualitatively with SPICE QS and
NQS models. The results presented here already point
to the fat that the BSIM3v3 QS and NQS models may
both need to be improved to orretly aount for the
NQS behaviour of a MOSFET.
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Figure 1: Bulk urrent, as obtained with ISE, as a fun-
tion of time for di�erent values of VB , when VG is varied
from -2 V at t=0 to 5 V at t=1 �se (VD=1 V).
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Figure 2: Bulk terminal harge omputed from the re-
sults shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3: ISE and LUT simulated gate urrent; VD=4
V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VG is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse,
reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 4: ISE and LUT simulated drain urrent; VD=4
V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VG is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse,
reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 5: ISE and LUT simulated bulk urrent; VD=4
V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VG is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse,
reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 6: SPICE3 BSIM3v3 QS simulated drain ur-
rent with harge partitioning shemes 40/60 and 0/100;
VD=4 V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VG is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2
nse, reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 7: SPICE3 BSIM3v3 NQS simulated drain ur-
rent with elm 1 and 5; VD=4 V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VG
is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse, reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4
nse.
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Figure 8: ISE and LUT simulated gate urrent; VG=4
V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VD is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse,
reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 9: ISE and LUT simulated drain urrent; VG=4
V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VD is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse,
reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 10: ISE and LUT simulated bulk urrent; VG=4
V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VD is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse,
reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 11: SPICE3 BSIM3v3 QS simulated drain ur-
rent with harge partitioning shemes 40/60 and 0/100;
VG=4 V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VD is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2
nse, reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4 nse.
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Figure 12: SPICE3 BSIM3v3 NQS simulated drain ur-
rent with elm 1 and 5; VG=4 V, VB=VS=0.0 V, and VD
is 0 V (4 V) at t=0.2 nse, reahes 4 V (0 V) at t=0.4
nse.


